
Cosmoscow 2021 announces the full list of participants 

The 9th International Contemporary Art Fair Cosmoscow, which will be held in the Moscow Gostiny 
Dvor (4, Ilyinka St) on September 10–12, 2021, with the support of Ruinart (official partner), Audi 
Russia (automobile partner), Hutton Development (partner), Breguet (watch partner) and Visa 
(partner), announces the full membership. 

80 participants, including 16 international galleries, will present their booths at the fair. This is a 
historic maximum for the fair. The visitors of Cosmoscow 2021 will get acquainted with galleries 
from Austria, Argentina, Belgium, Bulgaria, Estonia, France, Germany, Georgia, Hong Kong, 
Norway, Poland, Russia, Switzerland, the United Arab Emirates. 

Pearl Lam Galleries (Hong Kong) makes its debut at Cosmoscow, it plays a vital role in building 
international dialogue and leads to cultural exchange between East and West. In an effort to satisfy 
the demanding taste of the wide audience and collectors, the gallery has chosen a strong 
international team. The booth will feature several landmark works by Zhang Huan, which were 
previously exhibited at the State Hermitage, as well as a new large-scale work by the renowned 
Mr. Doodle that has been created specifically for the fair. The gallery owner Pearl Lam will bring to 
Moscow the Japanese-British duo Studio Swine, working at the junction of art, design and 
architecture; African artist Zanele Muholi whose exhibition has been recently held at the British 
Tate Gallery; and Antony Micallef, twice winner of the BP Portrait Award, one of the most 
prestigious competitions in contemporary art. 
  
Peres Projects (Berlin) takes part in the fair for the third time, and the founders of the gallery 
Javier Perez and Nick Koenigschnecht are members of the Cosmoscow expert council. The gallery 
will present works of Adriana Minoliti, the main project participant at the 58th Venice Biennale, 
and such artists as Donna Huanca, Manuel Solano, Shota Nakamura, Paolo Salvador and 
Rebecca Ackroyd. 

Another representative of the expert council is Olga Temnikova, co-founder of Temnikova & 
Kasela Gallery (Tallinn). Her choice for the gallery booth are works by Olga Chernysheva, 
Sonya Yakovleva, Jaanus Samma, and Tommy Cash, who is better known as an Estonian rap 
singer. 

The DIEHL Gallery (Berlin), which joined the Cosmoscow fair from the very start in 2010, will 
expose the works of Martin Razkal, KP Bremer, Olga Chernysheva and Amelie Esterhazy. 

For the second time, Cosmoscow hosts the Quimera Gallery (Buenos Aires) presenting five 
young Argentine artists, each one hoping to make a career both locally and internationally: 
Alejandro Pasquale, Franco Fasoli, Hernan Soriano, Manuel A. Fernandez and Valentina 
Ansaldi, whose works were acquired for MMOMA at Cosmoscow 2019. 



The new member of Cosmoscow is Studiocur/art (Paris), a platform founded by curator Karina El 
Helou in 2015. Its contemporary art exhibitions in historical buildings help achieve a unique 
interaction between artists and the audience. The booth will feature works by conceptual artist 
Laurent Grasso, photographer and filmmaker Nadim Asfar, sculptor Theo Mercier and painter 
Tom Ellis. 

Ayyam Gallery (Dubai) is another debutant at the fair. Among the selected participants are the 
Palestinian photographer Rula Halawani, the Iraqi-Palestinian artist Sama Alshaibi, multimedia 
artist Sadiq Alfraji from the Netherlands, Samia Halaby with her abstract paintings and Safwan 
Dahul presenting figurative monochrome canvases. 

Many galleries will present the works of artists involved in the projects of the Cosmoscow 
Foundation for the Support of Modern Art. XL Gallery (Moscow) chose the work of Artist of the 
year 2021, Irina Korina, along with the works of Ekaterina Muromtseva and Alexander Povzner. 
The a-s-t-r-a (Moscow) booth hosts artworks of Maria Agureeva, the winner of Ruinart Art 
Patronat 2019, as well as Oksana Mas, Dima Hunzelweg and Dishon Yuldash. The scene/
szena gallery (Moscow) will present metal compositions by Igor Samolyot, the participant of 
several programs of the Cosmoscow Foundation, whose works were intended for the fair 
specifically. They refer to the artist's renowned installations. Visitors will also see the works by 
Akhmat Bikanov and Yevgeny Dedov. 

There are also several galleries focused on photography. The exhibition of the Lumiere Gallery 
(Moscow) includes photos of the young and prominent American fashion photographer Rob 
Woodcox with his surreal compositions of human bodies, magnetic architectural views by Paul 
Bruns and ‘Flying Houses’ by Laurent Scheer. In addition, for the first time in Russia, the gallery 
exposes portraits of exotic birds from the ‘Meditations’ series by Alice Zilberberg, as well as 
dramatic floral still life prints by Anna Halm Schudel. 

At the booth of the Glaz Gallery (Moscow), along with the works of the legendary Alexander 
Rodchenko, the visitors will see the works of the young photographer Zhenya Mironov and the 
Asya Gorbacheva and Sakhir Umar duo. The new PENNLAB Gallery (Moscow) will emphasize 
the promotion of modern Russian photographers by inviting Alexander Gronsky, Igor Elukov, 
Nikita Pirogov, Peter Antonov, Anastasia Zider and Dasha Trofimova to participate. 



List of the Cosmoscow 2021 participants 
MAIN section 

1 11.12 GALLERY (Moscow) 26 Krokin Gallery (Moscow)

2 Agency. Art.ru (Moscow) 27 KultProekt Gallery (Moscow)

3 Alina Pinsky Gallery (Moscow) 28 Lazy Mike (Moscow)

4 Anna Nova Gallery (St. Petersburg) 29 Lumiere Gallery (Moscow)

5 Art Agency (Sofia) 30 Marina Gisich Gallery (St. Petersburg)

6 Artwin Gallery (Moscow) 31 MYTH Gallery (St. Petersburg)

7 Askeri Gallery (Moscow) 32 Nadja Brykina Gallery (Moscow/Zurich)

8 Ayyam Gallery (Dubai) 33
NADYA KOTOVA GALLERY 
(Antwerpen)

9 Dawid Radziszewski (Warsaw) 34 NAMEGALLERY (St. Petersburg)

10 DiDi Gallery (St. Petersburg) 35 Omelchenko Gallery (Moscow)

11 DIEHL Gallery (Berlin) 36 Orekhov Gallery (Moscow)

12 E.K.ArtBureau (Moscow) 37 Osnova (Moscow)

13 Fine Art Gallery (Moscow) 38 PA Gallery (Moscow)

14 Fragment Gallery (Moscow) 39 Pearl Lam Galleries (Hong Kong)

15 FUTURO Gallery (Nizhny Novgorod) 40 Peres Projects (Berlin)

16 Galerie Obrist (Essen) 41 Pogodina Gallery (Moscow)

17 Glaz Gallery (Moscow) 42 pop/off/art (Moscow)

18 Gridchinhall Gallery (Moscow District) 43 Pro Art's Gallery (Kaluga)

19 GROUND Solyanka (Moscow) 44 Quimera (Buenos Aires)

20 H.L.A.M. Gallery (Voronezh) 45 Raster Gallery (Warsaw)

21 ILONA-K artspace (Moscow) 46 Ruarts Gallery (Moscow)

22
InArt Gallery by Ksenia Podoynitsyna 
(Moscow)

47 Syntax (Moscow)

23 Iragui (Moscow) 48 Temnikova & Kasela (Tallinn)

24 JART Gallery (Moscow) 49 Triangle Gallery (Moscow)

25 K35 Space (Moscow District) 50 Ural Vision Gallery (Yekaterinburg)

51 Vellum (Moscow) 55 XL Gallery (Moscow)

52 Vostochnaya Gallery (Moscow) 56 XL Projects (Moscow)

53 WHO I AM Gallery (Moscow) 57 Zeller van Almsick (Vienna)



EDITIONS section 

FRAME section 

DESIGN section 

Cosmoscow Art Fair 

54 Window Project (Tbilisi/Moscow) 58 сцена/szena (Moscow)

59 ARTMOSSPHERE (Moscow) 64 JART.market (Moscow)

60 ArtTube Editions (Moscow) 65 KGallery (St. Petersburg)

61 ARTZIP Gallery (Moscow) 66 PENNLAB Gallery (Moscow)

62 Format One (Moscow) 67 Shaltai Editions (Moscow)

63 FUTURO store (Nizhny Novgorod)

68 a-s-t-r-a (Moscow) 7
2 SAMPLE (Moscow)

69 LH Art Consultancy (Moscow) 7
3 Small Projects (Tromsø)

70 LUCH Gallery (Moscow) 7
4 Studiocur/art (Paris)

71 Nikolay Evdokimov Gallery 
(St. Petersburg)

75 Booroom Gallery (Moscow) 78 NG Gallery (Moscow)

76 Heritage Gallery (Moscow) 79 Tirage Unique (Moscow)

77 MIRRA Gallery (Moscow) 80 Uluhanli Gallery (Moscow)



The Cosmoscow International Contemporary Art Fair designed to unite both Russian and 
international collectors, gallery owners and artists, was founded by collector and philanthropist 
Margarita Pushkina in 2010. Since 2014, the fair has been traditionally held in September, finding a 
fixed time in the international art events schedule. In 2020, 62 galleries from Russia, Germany, 
France, Estonia, Poland, Georgia, and Austria took part in the fair, and the gallery sales amounted 
to 2.4M euros. 9600 people attended the fair, that is the maximum number of visitors allowed by 
Rospotrebnadzor requirements. 

OFFICIAL PARTNER: RUINART   

 

The Ruinart champagne house was founded on September 1st, 1729, in the heyday of the Enlightenment. To 
this day, the House is distinguished by its bold views and innovative approach that lies at the core of 
contemporary art. In 1896, the House commissioned to the young Czech artist Alfons Mucha to create the 
advertising poster that would glorify the highest quality of champagne wines throughout the world. 

The work made a splash and forever went down in history as a magnificent example of the art nouveau style. 
Since then, the name Ruinart has been inextricably linked to modern art. The House collaborates with the 
best world artists and supports major exhibitions around the world. Over the past 10 years, in collaboration 
with Ruinart, such artists as Maarten Baas, Nacho Carbonell, Gideon Rubin, Hervé van der Straten, Pete 
Hein Ik, Georgia Russell, Hubert Le Gall, India Madavi, Patricia Urkiola, Ron Arad, Erwin Olaf, Jaume 
Plensa, Liu Bolin, Vic Munis and David Shrigley, created a number of unique works.  

AUTOMOBILE PARTNER: AUDI 

 

The Audi company represented by Audi, Ducati and Lamborghini brands is one of the world's most 
successful manufacturers of automobiles and motorcycles in the premium segment. The company is 
represented in more than 100 markets around the world, with 17 production sites located in 11 countries. The 
100 percent subsidiaries of AUDI AG include Audi Sport GmbH (Neckarsulm), Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A. 
(Sant'Agata Bolognese, Italy) and Ducati Motor Holding S.p.A. (Bologna, Italy). In 2020, Audi Group 
delivered to its customers about 1.693 million Audi cars, 7430 Lamborghini sports cars and 48,042 Ducati 
motorcycles. In 2019, with a turnover of 55.7 billion euros, the company profit before taxes and interest 
amounted to 4.5 billion euros. Currently, Audi employs 87,000 employees around the world, 60,000 of them 
in Germany. With its new models, innovative mobility technologies and other attractive services Audi 
becomes a provider of environmentally friendly, individual premium mobility 

PARTNER: HUTTON DEVELOPMENT 

 

Hutton Development specializes in the creation of residential complexes in the business and premium 
segments, as well as the A-grade commercial real estate projects in popular locations. The company works 
with the best architectural and construction companies to create bold projects in the real estate market. 
Location, architecture, planning and design solutions are thought through with all the necessary details. 

WATCH PARTNER: BREGUET 



 

Breguet, the oldest Clock House in Europe, founded in 1775, becomes the watch partner of the fair for the 
first time. Its production is an example of high watchmaking and makes a valuable contribution to the 
European cultural heritage. It is important for Breguet to belong to the art world, collaborating with cultural 
institutions in the field of music, painting, theater, contemporary art, and supporting young talents. The 
partnership with the Cosmoscow fair will be Breguet's largest project in the field of culture and art in Russia. 

PARTNER: VISA 

 

Visa is a global leader in the electronic payments industry. The company's mission is to help build bridges 
with the most innovative, reliable and secure payment network that allows people, businesses and entire 
economies to thrive. The global innovative processing network VisaNet can handle more than 
65.000 transactions per second, ensuring the security and reliability of payments around the world. Visa is 
constantly developing innovative technologies, which have become a catalyst for the rapid development of e-
commerce using connected devices, and also contributes to the realization of the concept of the future 
without cash. As the digital transformation rolls out, the company uses the power of the Visa brand, its 
products, intellectual resources, network and the potential of a global presence to shape the future of 
commerce. 

OFFICIAL HOTEL: ST. REGIS MOSCOW NIKOLSKAYA 

 

St. Regis Moscow Nikolskaya is a luxurious hotel located in the historical center of Moscow, the very heart of 
the Russian capital, a few steps from Red Square, the Kremlin and Gostiny Dvor, the venue of the 
Cosmoscow fair. The hotel has 210 spacious rooms and suites, including the presidential and royal suites 
with an area of 160 square meters each. Part of the rooms overlooks Lubyanskaya Square, the others are 
set against the cozy patio. Hotel services and facilities include Italian austerity A Tavola, lobby bar and Orlov 
lounge, six conference rooms, including Rooftop with panoramic views of the Kremlin and Red Square. The 
exclusive Iridium Spa complex offers an indoor pool with patio, sauna, hammam and a modern fitness 
center. A distinctive feature of the hotel, full Butler Service to every room type, provides individual service for 
each guest. www.stregismoscow.com  

Media contacts: 

http://www.stregismoscow.com


  
Kristina Vronskaya  
Head of PR  
+7 (916) 326 91 18  
vronskaya@cosmoscow.com  

Egor Markelov,  
PR Manager 
+7 (926) 090 73 04  
markelov@cosmoscow.com 
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